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https://cms-mig.arval.com/the-master/small-business/temporary-need-offer/small

Offer
MTR offer are used to provide a of vehicle instead of a specific model like for the LTR.category 

It will mainly be about the category of vehicle (Break, berline, city, etc...).

Metatags

Define the meta-title and meta-description of the page

Site

Define the website you're working on

https://cms-mig.arval.com/the-master/small-business/temporary-need-offer/small


Language

Define on which language to create the content
Always choose the  language of the website for multilanguage sitedefault 

Segment

Define the segment where to create the content.
By default offer are on   segmentSmall business 

Vehicle

Description

Category

Define the category of the offer
Created from taxonomy: " "Apollo - Vehicle category

Brand name

Define the title of the offer



Vehicle name

Define the vehicle name. Usually Not used on MTR because no focus on model.

Fuel type

Define the fuel type of the category
Created from taxonomy

Transmission

Define the transmission type of the category
Created from taxonomy
Not visible in front-office



Standard equipment

Not used

Number of seats

Not used

Number of doors

Not used

Boot capacity

Not used

Pictures

Upload directly the desire visual

Offer

ID

Not used



Type

Not used

Marketing info

Marketing flag
Set a flag on offer to identify it for special marketing event
Created from taxonomy: "Apollo - Marketing flag"

Promo text

Use to put additional information with marketing flag



Description

Define the description of the offer

Legal notices

Legal notice of the offer



Default price

Duration

Define the default duration visible on the offer
Created from taxonomy: "Apollo - Offer Duration"

Mileage

Define the default mileage visible on the offer
Created from taxonomy: "Apollo - Offer Mileage"

Down payment

Define the down payment associated to the offer. 0 if no down payment
Created from taxonomy: "Apollo - Downpayment"



Old price / New price

Define the old and new price. 

Service pack

Define the default service pack associated to the offer
Created from taxonomy: "Apollo - Offer services" then "Apollo - Offer services pack"



Matrix price

Price matrix

Define the matrix price of offer including duration and mileage

Matrix to be imported. See dedicated topic on it



 



Offer services

Offer services are defined by default on the correpondant taxonomy.
But you can set an offer service for a specific offer here

Promoted to front

This option put the offer at the first place of each offer list and offer layout. (After "type" of offer)
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